
Disrupting the consulting paradigm, 
one client at a time.
Power Platform has no equal, and neither do we.
P3 Adaptive is the �rst (and the best) consulting 
�rm solely built around the value of this new wave 
of tools and focused on rapidly delivering impactful 
solution to provide maximum ROI to our clients.

Lorem ipsum



The last Power Platform Partner you will ever need.

We believe in rapid innovation and intuitive 
dashboards that drive action. We ALSO believe 
those solutions should be �nished in record time 
and delivered to you right the �rst time. Let’s 
work together and achieve more with better 
data, better decisions & better consultants.

PLAN . DEPLOY . SCALE

It’s possible to be good AND fast.

Because we remove the waste and friction from the process, you get 
both quality and speed - rather than sacri�cing one for the other.

Everything you need; nothing you don’t.

We don’t pitch you on nimble projects only to push expensive 
infrastructure once we have our foot in the door. 

We win when you win.

We treat every engagement like it’s an audition for the next one. 
We work our brains hard in the service the delighting you.



A Refreshing Approach

Getting Started with P3 Adaptive

Transparent

No surprises: you are always in the loop, and get to 

watch your project advance in real-time. No waiting 

in suspense to see what you're paying for.

Impact-Driven

Improvement is the goal, not merely being informed.  

We quickly digest what your business needs to 

achieve, and work backwards from that goal.

Compressed

Weeks of requirements gathering are no longer 

needed. Our proven approach cuts to the chase: 

we're often halfway done when others would still 

be writing specs.

Open

You are also kept educated on how your project 

actually works, so if you needmodi�cations later, 

you have the option to make them yourself.

Magic happens. We build in a 

day what takes others weeks 

allowing clients to �nd hidden 

opportunities quickly.

Schedule a consultation call with P3 

Adaptive so we can understand the 

client’s needs to transform existing 

solutions into impactful results.

Engage, improve, impact, repeat. 

We provide a legendary experience 

for all of our clients so they can 

plan for their next win.

We exceed our clients wildest 

expectations and together we 

ensure your team is equipped to 

take it from here.

Reviewing for SuccessDevelopment WorkContact us The Payoff

Get Started



Are there things you'd 
like to re�ne or add? Are 
you positioned to take it 
from here? These are the 
questions, but there will 
be no mysteries.

The payo�. Put your new 
reports (or other outputs)
into circulation. Monitor
engagement,
improvement, and impact.
Plan your next win.

The face-to-face "mind 
meld." Conversation, 
Sketches, and
whiteboards replace 
expensive and ine�ective 
requirements docs.

The fun part. You won't 
believe how much a 
report or app can develop 
even in a day, or how 
much undiscovered 
opportunity lay in wait.

Assemble Assess ActivateAlign

We’ve trained hundreds of organizations of all sizes. 
Here are just a few...

How We Work

Our Project Methodology



We deliver the absolute best trainings in the business. 
Because nothing is more valuable than your time.

P3 Adaptive o�ers the most engaging, hands-on, and instructor-led training program 
available for Power BI. Our robust curriculum covers foundational to advanced skill levels 
across a variety of topics.

Learn about our public training classes or schedule a private 
training event for your team.

Power BI Training

PROJECT TRAINING

Don’t waste time with subpar 
training.

Instructor Led Training

Power BI Foundations

Power BI Advanced

Power BI Governance and Adoption

2-Day Courses:

P3 Workshop Day

Power Query

Visualization and Storytelling

Level Up Series:



With your end goal in mind, our team works quickly & diligenlt to improve processes, 
create actionable insights and easily customizable dashboards in order to share results 
transparently and in real-time.

Our projects begin with an intensive, rapid results 3-day consulting engagement. We can 
deliver this engagement onsite at your location or virtually.

Project Consulting

Project Jumpstart

Case Study: Kuraray

How Kuraray Turns Data 
into Decisions

1 2 3 4
Pre-Session Intro Build Close

As they continue searching for a limit to Power BI’s 
capabilities, Siepelinga’s team has now set an 
ambitious goal: to eliminate all manual reports and 
use Power BI as the only source of information.

Read Full Case Study



The Podcast with the Human Element

Our clients tell us that we're more fun to work with 
than your average consultants. So we decided we 
needed a “Mullet Strategy.” Business in the front, 
party in the back.

Raw Data by P3 AdaptiveRaw Data by P3 Adaptive

Listen to the

Latest Episodes:

Listen in every Tuesday to get the inside scoop from the greatest minds within the data
community. Each week, our new guest shares their data origin story to help enrich the
industry and provide insight into the personal, professional, and educational impact of
data. Hosts Rob Collie and Thomas LaRock chat with guests from all backgrounds, from
the highest levels of Microsoft to the casual end users.

All levels of data greatness are re�ected in our guest list. Don’t miss a single episode!

Join us as we bring together developers, designers, 
end users and experts of the Power Platform.
Join us as we bring together developers, designers, 
end users and experts of the Power Platform.



Honest, e�ective & ready to work with you

880-503-4417

empower@p3adaptive.com

www.p3adaptive.com

Why does choosing a consulting have to feel risky? It’s natural to need some outside 
help, but too often, consultants use their expertise as a smokescreen, and an excuse 
to lead you down a wasteful path. Yuck. 

At P3 Adaptive we are 100% committed to transparency, speed, and ridiculous ROI – 
yours, not ours.

Tangible results in weeks, not monthRaw Data by P3 AdaptiveRaw Data by P3 Adaptive


